How Wizards and Magicians Die
When a Wizard or Witch is dying, they are often in great distress, as it seems the spirits that
have been involved with their ‘magic powers’, torture and torment them to find someone who
is willing to accept these powers, and carry on the occult work. Someone; a son or daughter, or
other relative or acquaintance, must agree to receive these powers, in order to allow the occult
practitioner to die peacefully. Anyone who agrees to receive this legacy, will then have the
same magic abilities, but is then controlled and possessed by the spirits that were involved in
the dying magician’s practice.
Often tragic scenes occur when the children do not want to have these abilities passed on to
them. A person may cry out for weeks on his deathbed for someone to relieve him of his
magical powers. Sometimes a distant relative or an outsider is willing to accept the succession.
The reason for this may differ from case to case, be it pity, curiosity or maybe lust for power.
The death of some magicians can drag on over a period of weeks till the office of 'succession'
has been settled. This is a diabolic succession.
A young woman told this story. Her great-grandmother had subscribed herself to the devil with
her own blood. She had practiced black magic and had healed both animals and people. On her
deathbed she had suffered terribly as is often the case with magic conjurers. The daughter, that
is the grandmother of the storyteller, took over the magic powers of her mother. The magic
literature of her mother also passed into her hands.
The grandmother however, continued to practice magic. During nights of the full moon she
would charm diseases. She was also in the habit of using a key suspended over a Bible as a
pendulum, and she could also successfully stop people from bleeding. If she ever attempted to
read the Bible she found it quite a trial. As she grew older she began to see black figures in her
home, and finally when she died it was again an unpleasant time.
The story went on that the young woman's mother had then taken over the magical literature
and practices. She too had become a well-known healer but her fate had been the same as her
predecessors'.
The fourth member in this terrible line of succession was now the young woman. As a small
child her mother had cast spells over her. Shortly after this she had become clairvoyant and had
also begun to see black figures in the house. Her brother and sister had suffered from
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depressions and she herself had had serious psychic and nervous disturbances which had led
her to seek the help of a minister. By ridding herself and home of all magic objects and
literature and after being assisted to surrender all to Jesus and come under His protecting care,
this terrible line of secession came to an end.
A minister told of the way someone in his parish had died. The man in question had the
reputation of being a magician. Two weeks before his death, as he lay in bed seriously ill, he
began to groan, "Take the charm away from me, take the charm away from me." The relatives
had gone to the minister for advice, but he had warned them against doing as the man
requested. The magician finally died in terrible agony. The minister said that the man looked as
black as coal when he had seen him in the coffin.
Many magicians only find rest when someone takes the spell or charm away from them,
together with the responsibility of carrying on the occult practice. There is a certain peace for
them then, because the demons leave them, and take over the life of the one foolish enough to
accept the succession.
An evangelist reports the following account: It was in Hesse in 1938 that I had one of my most
memorable counselling experiences. We were holding a mission there when a young man came
to me and unburdened himself. His case was so typical that I told him at once that either he or
his family had been engaging in occult practices. He admitted this freely and what he went on
to confess left a deep impression on my mind. What I am about to write will in no wise break
any seal of confession, as the man himself asked me to use his experience wherever possible to
warn people of the dangers of occultism.
Let us begin the story, then. Even as a child the young man had suffered from depressions and
had had thoughts of suicide and other psychic disorders. From his early years he had heard
noises during the night and had sometimes witnessed ghost-like appearances, which had
caused rustling and whistling noises. 'A psychiatrist would perhaps diagnose these experiences
as psychoneurosis, but this would not explain the cause of the disturbances. However, when
one went into the family history the source became clear.
The young man's great-grandmother had been a magic charmer. She had healed both animals
and people by means of her charms. In addition to this she had also belonged to a spiritistic
circle which practised communication with departed spirits. It was her involvement with occult
phenomena that brought about the tragic downfall of the family.
The magic practices of the great-grandmother had been passed down to her son and daughter,
who in turn had charmed both animals and people, using magic books as an aid. They had also
carried on communication with the dead, and had practised the use of a pendulum and the
laying of cards as a means of fortune-telling. They both died in a terrible way. The woman had
at night seen ghosts in her room, and she had had the feeling that evil spirits were forever
trying to keep her mouth and nose shut. This continued for many years and finally she had been
committed to an asylum. Since she was not really mentally ill though, she was released after six
months. Her brother later died in terrible agony in spite of the fact that he had asked that all his
magic books be burned or thrown out of the house. He had even asked for a Bible to read, but
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he was not able to understand it. When he finally died in great pain, an obnoxious stench
spread throughout the house.
The grandchildren were no better off. One granddaughter used to have fits of frenzy in which
she threw furniture around or sometimes lay down in the street screaming almost unbearably.
She too was committed to an asylum. Another granddaughter heard the already mentioned
sound of knocking during the night, and she was so emotionally disturbed that one day she
killed both herself and her two children by jumping with them off a cliff. A grandson became a
medium for a spiritistic séance, and he too suffered from a persecution mania and finally ended
up in a mental home.
Among the great-grandchildren, one girl continued the card-laying and charming tradition and
later died when she was quite young. Her family asserts that she still haunts the house in which
they live in the form of a poltergeist. [Of course we know that the DEAD do not haunt houses—
BUT Satan’s angels do the haunting.]
It was one of the brothers of this girl who had come to me for counselling. He told me that he
was utterly convinced that all the terrible psychic disorders in his family history could be traced
back to their contact with occultism. We see evidenced here the punishment for sin mentioned
in the second commandment, ". . . visiting the iniquity of the fathers upon the children to the
third and the fourth generation of those who hate me."
And this is not an isolated case. In my missionary work I have heard many similar family
histories while counselling people. It is distressing to note how little is known of the powers of
Satan among psychiatrists and Christian counsellors. The present atmosphere of rationalistic
thought has caused these things to be regarded lightly as if they did not exist. But if it is our
desire to help people then we must take these satanic forces seriously.
Man stands in the midst of a battle between Christ and Satan. When people think of Satan
merely as a man with a tail and horns, and just mock at the idea of a real devil, they make a
terrible mistake and thus enable Satan to ensnare and attack his victims without hindrance. The
most dangerous area of satanic seduction is magic, for it is here that people consciously
participate in Satan's work, even though he hides behind a camouflage of pious ceremonies.
Thank God that Satan has not got the last word in this matter. Jesus Christ came to destroy the
works of the devil (1 John 3:8). We have a mighty enemy but an almighty Friend. The right hand
of the Lord does valiantly in all circumstances, even in the case where a person has been driven
into direct dependence upon the devil through occupation with occult things. This fact was
revealed in the case of the young man whose story I have just recounted. Christ gave him both
joy and freedom. The bulwarks of darkness yielded to the almighty hand of the Victor of
Calvary. Jesus Christ remains today the Saviour of the world.
A Christian man once told me the following story. His great-grandparents had practised magic.
As a result of this his grandparents had developed mediumistic abilities. His grandmother had
suffered from depressions and had had an irritable and selfish nature. Her psychic disturbances
had finally led to her being committed to a mental hospital. The trouble reappeared in the next
generation, in the generation of the man's parents. When however, the man's father actually
turned to Christ all the symptoms of compulsion and other psychic complications disappeared.
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The man himself had suffered as a child from depressions but when he too became a Christian
he had been completely delivered. But it was concerning his son, the fifth generation, that he
gave me a really detailed account.
The father told me that the son had been quite a normal child up till the age of eighteen. It was
then that the disturbances of his ancestors began to appear. At first it had only been a matter
of depressions, but later on he began to fear life itself. His depressions would come and go and
would be followed by times of various obsessions. He would have to kneel and pray for hours
and then have fits of frenzy in which he would beat his own parents. After such outbursts he
would run off into the woods and roam about for days on end until he finally collapsed of
exhaustion. He was usually brought home by the forestry workers. Because of the condition he
was in, he lost his job. The next step was that symptoms of schizophrenia appeared, and he
would hear noises in the house and also see lights and hear voices which told him not to obey
his parents. It was under these conditions that his parents were compelled to send him to see a
psychiatrist who diagnosed him as being an incurable high-grade schizophrenic who needed to
be committed to an asylum.
Instead of taking the psychiatrist's advice, however, the father got some of his friends together
in order to pray for his son. He also took the boy to a Christian convalescent home and there he
was counselled and prayed with every day. At first the effects were negative and the patient
was plagued with religious delusions. He would kneel at a bench in public for hours and pray,
and this happened not just once or twice, but many times. Then a second prayer group was
formed for him at the home, and after a few weeks a slight improvement was visible. At the
end of six weeks the young man's mind suddenly became completely clear at one of the
counselling sessions. His compulsive behaviour stopped immediately and after another two
weeks he was allowed to go home as cured. He was able to take up his old job again and today
he is the chief construction engineer of a large firm and continues to live the life of a truly born
again Christian. A man, who in the eyes of the psychiatrist was incurable, had been healed by
the power of Christ.
There are two things that come to light in this family's history. The first is that following the
practice of magic by the ancestors, the descendants suffered in many ways from emotional and
psychic disturbances. The second fact is that when any of the people involved turned their lives
over to Christ they were freed from the powers that had once held sway over them. The power
of Christ to perform miracles is not dead. Where medicine fails Christ can still be of help. With
God there is no such thing as a hopeless case. A doctor who had practised a lot amongst
Christians once remarked, "One must always be careful when making a diagnosis in the case of
a Christian. Even if today they are at death's door, you may tomorrow meet them at your door
both happy and well. Their faith results in the unpredictable, and well-established medical
concepts can often go by the board. You never know where you are with such people."
Readers; I hope that you can see that involvement and curiosity about any form of occult
activities is something you do NOT want to get into. Occult involvement can affect and ruin not
only yourself—but your whole family; bringing depression; fear; torment; bad health; insanity
and early death. Refusing to get clear of occult involvement can destroy whole families!
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If you want a life and a home where fear and distress plague your every footstep—even to your
death-bed; getting involved with the occult will surely give it to you. How much better to get
with, and stay with, the Almighty One who came into this world to destroy the works of the
devil and set his miserable captives free!!!
Examples and accounts are taken from Ps. Kurt Koch.
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